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Summary 

Asia's wealth management industry - re-invent to remain competitive 

The Hubbis Investment Solutions Forum was packed with information and opinion provided by the 
expert speakers and panellists for the many wealth management delegates that attended. If there 
was one over-arching theme throughout the day, it was that Asia's wealth management industry 
must continue to re-invent itself in order to remain competitive in the future and to match the 
diverse expectations of the evolving and fast-growing ranks of Asia's wealthy and uber-rich.

The first panel of the day set the scene as the experts quickly reached the conclusion that investment 
in platforms and digitisation are both essential to the growth of the wealth management sector in Asia. 
However, there was also broad agreement that machines and algorithms will not replace the human 
adviser and relationship manager in the foreseeable future. 

Instead, digital should be seen as an enabler, incorporated into the banking systems and the corporate 
cultures as a tool to empower the people that connect to Asia's fast-expanding ranks of high-net-worth 
individuals (HNWIs) and the growing number of ultra-HNWIs. 

Experts joining the second panel of the day conceded that a decade after the global financial crisis, the 
private banks and other wealth management firms have not yet significantly evolved their businesses 
beyond the dominance of product-led revenue streams. 

But everyone agreed that they want and need to do so. However, how will they differentiate their 
discretionary portfolio management (DPM) offerings? Can they convert Asia's HNWI clients to advice-
led fees, and can Asia's HNWIs gradually relinquish more control over their portfolios and also pay more 
readily for professional advice? Can these HNWIs moderate their expectation of returns as the markets 
turn more volatile after many years of bullish sentiment? Is the active approach in fact actually better 
than passive strategies anyway, even in testing times? 

In the third panel the guest speakers deliberated how Asia's private banks and wealth managers can 
encourage their client base towards the advisory model, while also ensuring that the best products and 
ideas are delivered via communication methodologies that are state-of-the-art.  

The discussion ranged over a host of topics, from the efficacy of boutique wealth managers compared 
with the global private banks, the migration towards discretionary advice mandates, to the value of 
active or passive investment strategies, and the growing prevalence of robo-advisory, especially for 
the mass affluent market and the regulatory hurdles that must be overcome to function efficiently and 
compliantly. There was no widespread consensus on any of these issues other than on the key point that 
the industry must invest in both technology and people in order to survive and prosper.

The mainstream financial markets are nowhere near as robust as they were in recent years and 
particularly in 2017, even though the headline index numbers for the US and many European markets 
remain close to their all-time highs. China and other emerging markets are sharply down this year, but 
not disastrously so. In short, the world is watching and waiting. How then should Asia's HNWIs and their 
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wealth management advisers approach these markets? A group of experts provided their ideas on the 
best way to advise Asia's HNWIs to approach their wealth management portfolios.

And in the final panel of the day several experts proposed individual solutions. One guest recommended 
private equity, especially deals that combine sustainability and socially responsible investment (SRI) 
principles with the generation of alpha, particularly for the younger generations of inherited or self-
made wealth in the region. Another guest said to avoid fixed income and focus instead on other non-
marketable credit products. One expert turned the focus on Vietnam as an appealing frontier market 
soon to evolve into emerging market status. 

Ten top-class presentations and workshops focused on some fascinating topics for wealth managers to 
consider. The first highlighted opportunities for HNWI investment in China and discussed the optimal 
strategies to play what has been a difficult market. In the second presentation MSCI focused on the 
firm's significant resources dedicated to portfolio advisory for investors taking exposure to the global 
financial markets. 

The global ETF [exchange traded fund] market has enjoyed a remarkable explosion in volumes to surpass 
USD5 trillion of market value today. But, what are ETFs and why do they suit the portfolio construction for 
Asia's HNWIs? An expert delved into the details for the benefit of delegates. And another speaker highlighted 
the attractions of Vietnam's equity market as the country's economy continues its dynamic expansion.

By 2020, Asia's rapidly growing ranks of mass affluent will have amassed wealth of $43 trillion and 
the average age of the holders of this massive wealth is becoming younger, year by year. A speaker 
highlighted the digital wealth management systems his firm delivers that can empower financial 
institutions across Asia to evolve their offerings to a broad 'wealth care' concept.

Managed accounts are growing in stature in Asia's wealth management industry. Owned by individuals, 
managed by a professional entity, they are now worth USD 5 trillion in the US alone. An expert looked 
under the hood of the managed account structure and told delegates why he believes it is an ideal 
product for Asia's wealth management advisers and their clients.

In another complex but absorbing workshop, an expert who is passionate about the need for investment 
theories to reflect  the real world "realities" told the audience why HNWI portfolios must be assembled 
and overseen with dynamic risk management to optimise portfolio performance, both on the upside 
and the downside.  

In another fascinating workshop, delegates heard exactly how structured products can help HNW 
investors protect capital and participate in the upside potential of assets or markets. The speaker 
explained how they are often ideal for any investment conditions, as they can be tailored to the 
expression of investors' views.

Emerging market (EM) debt was one of the best performing asset classes in 2017. An expert presenting 
the last workshop of the day told the audience how, by extrapolating from vast swathes of data and 
projections, it would appear that those halcyon days for EM debt are heading to an end, yet the 
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fundamentals remain generally strong and new frontier markets offer a key source of diversification. 

The Forum closed with Malik Sarwar, CEO of K2 Leaders, making a call to arms for the wealth 
management advisory community. He highlighted the immense opportunities arising from inter-
generational wealth succession in Asia, but he also warned of the dangers of complacency and 
advised ever-greater client-centricity. 

"The single biggest criticism we [in the wealth management] industry heard from investors around the 
world after the 2008-09 crisis was that we never advised the investors to take some risk off the table, 
that we were too greedy," he reported. 

"But I personally think it was not greed, I think it was incompetence and the typical compensation structure, 
which encouraged those in the industry to sell more and more, rather than encouraging investors to 
take risk off the table. That has hurt the industry. And ten years later, in all honesty, this has not really 
improved because it is largely the markets that are achieving the returns, not our alpha value-added. This 
mindset must change and it is you in the wealth management industry who must change it."

Sarwar also highlighted the importance of succession planning and wealth transfer from the older, 
founder generations to younger generations who are generally more in tune with concepts such as ESG 
[Environmental, Social and Governance] investment principles and impact investing opportunities. 

"Immense opportunities await our industry as estates pass to the younger generations and as women 
also control more of the wealth," he observed. "In the US I see these millennials and others having 
less faith in the global brand banks and this therefore represents a vast opportunity to be sensitive 
and responsive to their evolving client base. Supported by the right approach from their firms, armed 
with digital technologies, you, the wealth managers of Asia, will win over that future business as this 
veritable tsunami of wealth transitions from generation to generation."

Sarwar closed the event with a few words of advice to the assembled delegates. "Do your own research," 
he urged, "for yourself, for your clients, and for your teams. Listen, keep an open mind, question. So 
many of the experts who correctly called some of the major past crises, such as the 2000 or 2008-9 
debacles, have got many or most calls wrong since. So, my advice is to not become over-enamoured 
by these people, we are as smart individually and collectively as any of them. And remember, call your 
clients regularly and consistently, in times of calm market circumstances or do not shy away from 
conversations in more difficult conditions or about more sensitive topics." 
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8F Asset Management
Adexec Capital
AMG Wealth Management
Ando Asset Management
Aneto Capital
Asia Fintech Angels
Asia Frontier Capital
Avenue Asset Management
AXA Investment Managers
Axial Partners
Bank J Safra Sarasin
Bank Julius Baer
Bank of China International
Bank of Singapore
Berlin Finance Group
BetaSmartz
BlackRock
Blue Diamond Wealth Management
BMO Private Banking
BNP Paribas
BNP Paribas Wealth Management
BNP Paribas Weath Management
BNY Mellon
BOCI-Prudential Asset Management
Cathay Bank
CBH Asia
CGS-CIMB Securities
China Access Wealth Management
China Asset Management
China CITIC Bank International
China Everbright Bank
China Industrial Securities
Chongyang International Asset 
Management
Citi Private Bank
Clarity Investment Partners
Commerzbank
Conning Asia Pacific
CoverGo

Attendees from these firms

Credit Suisse Asset Management
Credit Suisse Private Banking
Crescent Management
Crosby
Cryptoworld Advidory HK Ltd
CSOP Asset Management
CTBC Bank
DBS Bank
EFG Asset Management
EFG Bank
Enhanced Investment Products
Everbright Sun Hung Kai
Ewin Asia Capital
Fubon Bank
Fubon Convoy Asset Management
Fulcrum Bridge International
Fusang Investment Office
FWD Financial Planning
Generations Partners
GFM Asset Management
Grandtag Financial Group
Guggenheim Investment Advisors
Hang Seng Bank
Hang Seng Private Banking
HSBC
HSBC Bank
HSBC Global Asset Management
Indosuez Wealth Management
Industrial Bank
Invealth
IRM Family Office
J. Rotbart & Co.
K2 Leaders, USA
L&M Holdings
Legg Mason
Leonteq Securities
LGT Bank
Lighthouse Partners
Lombard Odier

Lyxor Asset Management
M Securities
Macey and Sons
Macey and Sons Auctioneers and 
Valuers Ltd
Manulife Asset Management
Maximum Success Capital 
Management
Mazarin Capital
Mercer
Money Concepts
Morningstar
MSCI
Neo Risk Investment Advisors
Nomura
OCBC Bank
Old Mutual Global Investors
Old Mutual International
Ophir Partners
Pacific Hawk
Pacific West Asia Asset 
Management
Phillip Capital Management
Phillip Securities
Pictet
Platinum Financial Services
PNG Private Office
Port Shelter Investment 
Management
Prestige Financial Holdings
Prior Asset Management
Public Bank
Pureheart Capital Asia
PXP Vietnam Asset Management
Pyrmont Wealth Management
Quantifeed
Raffles Asset Management
Raffles Family Office
RHB Bank
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Swiss China Capital
SystematicEdge
Tanrich Weatlh Mangement
The Capital Company
TMI
UBS Wealth Management
UCAP Asset Management
UCF Holdings Group
Unigestion

Rostrum Grand Limited
Rothschild Wealth Management
Rui Asset Management
SFS Asset Management
Silverhorn Investment Advisors
Sino Fund Services
Springfield Investment
St. James’s Place Wealth Management
Superfund HK Financial Ltd

Value Partners
Virtuoso Group
Vontobel Wealth 
Management
Wealth Management Group
Willis Towers Watson
Winland Wealth 
Management
Wisetorch
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Speakers

Denis Gould
HSBC Global Asset Management

Grizelda Lee
Indosuez Wealth Management

Malik S. Sarwar 
K2 Leaderst

Peter Diedrich
Morningstar

Edward Liu
EFG Bank

Harold Kim
Neo Risk Investment Advisors

John Robson
Quantifeed

Kevin Liem
CBH Asia

Kevin Snowball
PXP Vietnam Asset Management

Andrew Lee
EFG Asset Management

Sandro Dorigo
Leonteq Securities

Chinmay Patil
Leonteq Securities

Nicholas Hulme
Unigestion

Vincent Ng
Nomura

Ni Yan
Indosuez Wealth Management

Lincoln Chow
Commerzbank

Karim Ghannam
8F

Arjan de Boer
Indosuez Wealth Management

Matthew Chan
Mercer

Jean-Louis Nakamura
Lombard Odier

Christina Kautzky
Credit Suisse Asset Management

Tobias Bland
Enhanced Investment Products

Rebecca Sin
Commerzbank

Lemuel Lee
BNP Paribas Wealth Management

Tariq Dennison
GFM Asset Management
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Belle Liang
Hang Seng Private Banking

Anthony J. Harper
Axial Partners

Andrew Tong
MSCI

Rohit Jaisingh
DBS Bank
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Key voting poll results 
The Hubbis Investment Solutions Forum 2018 event in Hong Kong on March 6th provided fascinating and 
thought-provoking discussions and talks for the assembled delegates. As usual we also polled the attendees and 
mined out the following nuggets.

     85% of our audience expect the investment markets to be significantly more challenging in the next 12 months.

     The majority of attendees believe that the conversations we have with clients around investments are 
too complicated.

     80% believe that Private banks act in their own short term self interest and not the long term best interest of 
the client.

     40% of attendees still want to be checked in by a person at the airport.

     Half of our audience’s clients are more interested in a discretionary conversation.

     75% of the audience would prefer to have a discretionary relationship with their clients.

     The majority of clients still have unrealistic expectations on investment returns.

     Only 50% of the attendees say they do or will invest on a robo platform
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